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MATS Rule Overview

Timeline
 Final rule published February 16, 2012; effective April 16, 2012
 Technical corrections to Final Rule, April 19, 2012
 New Source Standards Reconsideration Final Rule, March 28, 2013
 Comment Period reopened on Reconsideration of Startup/Shutdown

Issues, June 25, 2014
 Startup and Shutdown Final Reconsideration rule, November 7, 2014
 e-Reporting and MATS Direct Final Rule, November 7, 2014
 MATS Corrections Proposed Rule, December 19, 2014
 Compliance Deadline, April 16, 2015

Mercury and Air Toxics Standards
(MATS)
 Retrofit/retirement of almost every coal-based unit
 ACI, DSI, ESP upgrades, FF, FGD

 Effective April 2012
 Compliance deadline April 2015
 Extensions possible but greater uncertainty beyond one

year (EPA Administrative Order with documented
reliability concern)

 Revised new unit standards effective April 2013
 EPA estimates annual cost at $10 Billion

MATS Compliance Timeline
Years 1 -3

Year 4

Year
5+

Companies have up to 3 years to bring
units into compliance as specified by
§112(i)(3)(A)
State permitting authorities can grant 1 additional year
for compliance as needed for technology installation as
allowed by §112(i)(3)(B)
EPA has indicated it will use §113(a) Administrative Orders for
sources that “must operate in noncompliance” (e.g., past a 4th year
extension.) EPA intends to limit applicability only to cases with a
“specific and documented reliability concern.”

MATS Rule Compliance:
Summary To Date

How’s Compliance Going?
 Companies finalizing compliance plans/options
 More options available (commercial, near-

commercial) since proposed rule
 Reagents and sorbents may be primary compliance

options
 Still problems with continuous monitoring

technology (Hg, HCl)
 Either in compliance or not on April 16, 2015

Compliance Extensions
 ~150 4th –year extension requests submitted as of

January 2015
 Represents 34 states

 No 5th-year request submitted yet; a few companies

evaluating potential need
 Process for 5th-year extension (what we know)
 EPA expects that a 4th-year extension is granted by state
 Then apply to EPA for 5th-year (“reliability critical unit”)
 Requests due 180 days before (new) compliance date – October

16, 2015

Compliance Strategies (EIA)
This chart does not include
mercury control technologies such
as ACI, which may also be an
important MATS compliance
strategy for some coal plants.
Note: Planned FGD includes 2,093
megawatts of planned equipment
retrofits reported to EIA where the
SO2 control technology type was
not clearly specified.

End of 2012: 64.3% of coal generating capacity had appropriate
controls to comply; another 5.8% plan to add controls; 9.5%
announced plans to retire—20.4% must decide whether to
upgrade or retire

Reconsideration Finale:
Startup/Shutdown

Startup/Shutdown Final Rule
 Startup Definition (final MATS definition):
 Startup begins with the first-ever firing of fuel in a boiler for the

purpose of producing electricity, or the firing of fuel in a boiler after a
shutdown event for any purpose
 Startup ends when any of the steam from the boiler is used to

generate electricity for sale over the grid or for any other purpose

 Work practice requirements include:
 “Ignition” with clean fuels
 Engage all controls once “convert” to primary fuel (except dry FGD

and SCR, which can be delayed as appropriate)

Startup/Shutdown Final Rule (2)
 Alternative Startup Definition:
 Startup begins when fuel is combusted for any purpose and ends at

the end of the 4th hour after electricity is generated for any purpose
or 4 hours after EGU makes useful thermal energy for industrial,
commercial, heating, or cooling purposes, whichever is earlier

 Work practice standards include:
 Initiate startup using clean fuels and combust only clean fuels until

primary fuel is fed into EGU
 Engage and operate PM controls as soon as possible and no later
than one hour after primary fuel is introduced
 Maintain “maximum” clean fuel use until the end of startup
 Once primary fuel is combusted, vent to main stack

Startup/Shutdown Final Rule (3)
 Shutdown Definition
 Begins when electricity or useful thermal energy for industrial,

commercial, heating, or cooling purposes is no longer made or when
no primary fuel is combusted, whichever is earlier
 Ends when EGU no longer generates electricity or uses useful thermal
energy (as described above) and no fuel is fired

 Shutdown work practice standards include:
 All control devices must be operated as long as the primary fuel is

being fired and as long thereafter as possible considering operational
and safety concerns
 Use only clean fuel for flame stabilization

What’s Ahead?

MATS Litigation
 April 15, 2014 Decision: DC Circuit essentially ordered that

all petitions for review be denied
 All issues brought forward by state, industry, labor and

environmental petitioners were denied
 Judge Kavanaugh filed a dissent focusing on the majority opinion’s

decision to uphold EPA’s exclusion of cost from its decision whether
it was “necessary and appropriate” to issue a MATS rule

 On November 25 the U.S. Supreme Court agreed to grant

industry petitions on MATS, specifically, whether EPA
should have considered costs when it promulgated the
MACT standards
 Briefing is scheduled for March 25, 2015

Minamata Convention
 6th session of the Intergovernmental Negotiating

Committee to Prepare a Global Legally Binding
Instrument on Mercury (INC6) convened November
3-7, 2014
 INC6 carried out work to prepare for the entry into force

of the Minamata Convention on Mercury
 U.S. has yet to begin ratification process

Post-MATS Landscape
 Have to retrofit, retire or repower virtually every coal plant
 Potential impacts on power prices, reserve margins
 Will require significant amount of investment

 ~70 GW of coal-fired generation retirements have been

announced already
 Taking place between 2010 and 2022
 Most will be 50-60 years old upon retirement
 Due to fuel and/or compliance costs, consent decrees, age, etc.
 Some will be replaced with natural gas

 And then there is climate change and carbon policy…
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Clean Power Plan (CPP) Proposal
 Released on June 2, 2014
 First attempt by EPA to regulate GHG emissions from existing power

plants

 Projected to reduce national average power sector CO2

emissions approximately 30% below 2005 levels by 2030
 State-specific interim and final goals calculated from 2012 baseline;

compliance measured starting in 2020

 Architecture
 State-specific emission rate goals
 State compliance plans

 Legacy issue for President

MATS Rule Post-Script

Heads-up: Risk, Technology Reviews
 Sections 112(d)(6) technology review and 112(f) residual risk

review required within 8 years — due in 2020
 Residual risk done once; technology review on-going
 EPA typically does both concurrently — “RTR review” rulemaking
 ICR to inform process very likely

 112(d)(6): “The Administrator shall review, and revise as necessary

(taking into account developments in practices, processes, and
control technologies), [112(d)] emissions standards….”
 112(f)(2): The Administrator is to promulgate standards with an

“ample margin of safety to protect public health in accordance
with this section” and/or “to prevent adverse environmental
effect”

Potential Review Process, Timeline
 Early 2017 – EPA issues ICR to EGUs
 EPA would use plant/facility information (from all EGUs)

to determine what are current “developments in
practices, processes, and control technologies” for the
technology review
 EPA would request emissions testing from a smaller
subset of the industry to inform its residual risk analysis
 Late 2018 / Early 2019 – EPA proposes 112(d)(6)/112(f) rule
 Mid 2020 – EPA finalizes 112(d)(6)/112(f) rule

